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Section

Maintenance Information
This section is devoted to additional maintenance
ship’s engine, systems, and equipment.

and repair information regarding the

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Parts Specifications
Hull Number

BEYFA 024 K 192

Registration Number
Engine Serial Number
Transmission

DOC 980904
23000057351

Beneteau France
Completed 11-91

Hull 024
1992 Model Year

Engine Systems
Part Description

Number

Manufacturer

Provider

Cost

Drive Belt

966906-0

Volvo Penta

Blue Water Marine

Fuel Filter – Primary (10Ω
Ω)

465674

Racor

West Marine

Fuel Filter – Secondary

829913-3

Volvo Penta

Blue Water Marine

22

Oil Filter

834337-8

Volvo Penta

Blue Water Marine

10

Pump Impeller, Seawater

858526-7

Volvo Penta

Blue Water Marine

Manufacturer

Provider

Cost

Fresh Water Circulating Pump 2088-433-244 ShurFlo

SailNet

120

Jabsco Waste Y-Valve

45490-0000

Beneteau

44

Key, Companionway

231350

Beneteau

4

8

Ship Systems
Part Description

Number

Jabsco

Lazarette Latches

917520

Beneteau

Manual Bilge Pump, Whale
Gusher Titan

BP4410

SailNet

(019178)

Munster, Simms
Engineering

(Beneteau, France)

11/2” Exhaust hose

Toilet Hoses

35
106
(150)
7.50/ft

Toilet Pump Repair Kit

379388

Jabsco

West Marine

Winch, Halyard

40ST

Lewmar

West Marine

Winch, Jib Sheet

46ST

Lewmar

West Marine

Winch Repair Kit

1133164

Lewmar

West Marine

46

29
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Beneteau Deck Plan Key

M A I N T E N A N C E

I N F O R M A T I O N

Battery Switch Operation
NEVER TURN OFF THE NEGATIVE BATTERY SWITCH WHILE THE ENGINE IS RUNNING.






Negative common switch (BLACK) controls ground (DC12V negative) for all batteries.
Positive Battery 1 (RED) is the ENGINE / START battery connection
Positive Battery 2 (RED) is the BOTH switch and parallels both battery banks
House battery power is controlled by the DC Main breaker

Standard Operating Position

Shutdown Position

Normal battery configuration for isolated
use. Starting battery is available
for engine starting. House battery is
available for equipment use.

Everything is OFF with no 12V DC
power available to any circuit.
(DC Main breaker should also be OFF.)
(AC Battery charger is still functional.)

Emergency Starting BOTH Position

Emergency Starting HOUSE Position

This allows engine starting or equipment
use with BOTH battery banks. This also
allows engine charging of both battery
banks while the engine is running.

Starting Battery is OFF while House
battery is used for starting and is also
available for equipment use
(depending upon DC Main breaker switch).
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Battery Electrical Diagram
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Instrument Panel Wiring
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B & G Cabling
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Gusher Titan
Powerful, lightweight bilge and waste pump
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

105 liters (28 US gals) per minute
Easy to install
Self priming
Constructed from non-corrosive materials
Easily removable clamp for quick maintenance
Spring assisted outlet valve for easy priming
Lightweight pump with a light easy action
Bulkhead and thru deck models (deck plate included)
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Product code:

BP4402

BP4410

Model:

Standard

Thru Deck/bulkhead

Hose connection:

38mm (1½") Smooth bore hose connections

Weight:

1.47Kg (3lb 8oz)

1.85Kg (4lb 6oz)

Materials:

Molded acetyl copolymer, glass filled polypropylene, nylon, stainless steel,
chromed phosphor bronze, nitrile and neoprene rubber

Service kit:

AK4400 Neoprene rubber parts and AK4419 Nitrile rubber parts
Contains: Diaphragms & valves

Accessories:

Spare handle AS4405

Max. priming height:

4m (13.5ft)

Max. head:

4m (13.5ft)

PERFORMANCE DATA
Lift in m (ft):

Head in m (ft):

60 strokes/min:

70 strokes/min:

1m (3ft)

0.5m (1.5ft)

89ltrs
(23.5 US gals)

105ltrs
(28 US gals)

2m (6ft)

0.5m (1.5ft)

87ltrs
(23 US gals)

98ltrs
(26 US gals)
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SurFlo Repair Parts

Service Kits and Parts for Toilets
MODEL 29100-SERIES

EXPLODED VIEW
15

16
17

1
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19
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20

24

21

4

26

22

23

25

5
28

13

6

6

23

7
5

8
7

14

27

4

9
10

14A
11A

11

12

REPAIR KITS AVAILABLE
KIT

PART NO.

A

29101-0000

SERVICE

B

29109-0000

HARDWARE

C

29116-1000

WASTE

PARTS LIST

DESCRIPTION
KIT
&

KEY
KIT

FLUSH

PUMP

HOUSING

ASSYS.

QTY. PER
TOILET

DESCRIPTION

12 SCREW

(Waste

Pump)

14 MACERATOR
1 4 A MAC.

KEY

QTY. PER
TOILET

DESCRIPTION

1

SLINGER

(large)

2

MOTOR

ASSEMBLY

3

SLINGER

(Small)

4

SEAL

1
12 V
24 V

1
1

29108-0120
29108-0240

1

WASTE

PUMP

6

IMPELLER

7

GASKET

8

WEARPLATE

9

CHOPPER

BODY

18753-0166

1
2

(Paper)
(Stainless
+

1 0 MOUNTING

LOCK

2

Steel)

NUT

2

18753-0167
18753-0168

1

37056-1000

SCREW

–

2

GASKET

(Rubber)

1

29072-1000

1 1 A BASE

GASKET

(59128-Series)

1

18753-0173

1

29071-1000

(59128-Series)

1

18753-0172

Knob)

1

(Control

16 CONTROL

KNOB

1

(Flush

Pump

Cover)

7

18 FLUSH

PUMP

COVER

ASSY.

1

29081-1000

19 FLUSH

PUMP

GASKET

(Cork)

1

29075-1000

1

29083-1000

1

18753-0170

VALVE

ASSY.

1

22 SCREW

(Flush

Pump)

2

23 FLUSH

PUMP

HOUSING

1

2

1

(Brass)

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

7

1

29077-1000

17 SCREW

21 WEARPLATE

1

1

1 1 BASE

2

18753-0169

2

6303-0003 2

1

1
HOUSING

HOUSING

15 SCREW

20 CONTROL

1

2

5

PART
NO.

QTY. PER
REPAIR KIT
A
B C

QTY. PER
REPAIR KIT
A B C

4

13 O - R I N G

PARTS LIST

PART
NO.

1

1

1
1

2

1
1

24 SWITCH

ASSY.

1

29103-1000

25 SWITCH

SPRING

1

18753-0171

26 HOSE (All Toilets)

1

29035-1000

27 CABLE

ASSY.

1

28 BLEED

TUBE

1

29019-1010

1
1

1

1
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Keel Bolts
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Lewmar Winch 40ST
40ST
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Lewmar Winch 46
46ST
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Maintenance Schedule

Before Starting

Check Oil Level
Water Cooling Level

Check Drive Gear Oil Level
14 Days

Check Drive Belt Tension
Check Battery Electrolyte Level

Change Engine Oil and Filter
100 Hours

Clean Intake Silencer
Change Drive Oil

400 Hours

Seasonally

Change Drive Gear Oil

Check Valve Clearance
Clean Vacuum Valve

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Engine Component Guide
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Water Cooling Tubes

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Upper Cooling System

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Fresh Water Cooling System

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Heat Exchanger

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Oil Cooler

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Seawater Cooling System ― Intake Piping

Turbine Series

Model 500FG

SPECIFICATIONS are found on Turbine Series introduction page.
How to Order --The example below illustrates how the part numbers are constructed.
Note -- to order a unit with metric threads, specify an asterisk (*) in front of the part number.

500FG

P

12

SS

Basic Model
60 GPH.
For metal
bowl unit
see Marine
Turbine
Series in
Section Two.

Water Probe. 1

150 watt Electric
Heater: 2
Add:
’12’ for 12 vdc
or
’24’ for 24 vdc

3--piece
bracket:
Add ’SS’
for this
bracket
option.

(Omit if not
desired).

desired).

Add ’P’ for an
in--bowl water
probe.
(Omit if not
desired).

10
Element Filtration
Rating.
Specify one:
’2’ for 2 micron

’10’ for 10 micron
or
(Omit if not ’30’ for 30 micron

500FG

1 Must be used with Water Detection Kit --See Accessories Section.
2 Recommended for use with Racor Heater Relay Kit --See Accessories Section.

Replacement Service Elements

--For all Model 500 Series
SERVICE ELEMENT INCLUDES LID SEAL & T--HANDLE O--RING.

2010SM- OR

2 Micron (Brown end caps)
Recommended for Final /Secondary Filtration

2010TM- OR

10 Micron (Blue end caps)

2010PM- OR

30 Micron (Red end caps)

Recommended for Primary or Secondary Filtration
Recommended for Primary Filtration Only.

500FGSS

( A secondary/final filter is required downstream ).

Dimension / Mounting Hole Patterns
500FG

Standard Fuel Ports:
3/4”--16 UNF with O--ring
Boss Seal (SAE J1926)
5.40”
(137 mm)

500FG S/S

3.60”
(91 mm)

INLET

6.10”
(155 mm)

Performance Graphs

50

PSI*

25
0

50
100
Time (Minutes)

3/8” (10mm) diameter
clearance for fasteners.

These results are from controlled laboratory tests. Field results may vary.

75

0

1.50”
(38 mm)

6.25”
(159 mm)

3/8” (10mm) diameter
clearance for fasteners.

100

Percent
Efficient

5.25”
(133 mm)

3.12”
(79 mm)

150

SAE J1839 Water Separation

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

8
6
PSI*

4
2

0

15

30
45
Flow (GPH)

60

SAE J905 Fuel Flow Restriction
*PSI X 2.036 = inHg. / PSI X 6.895 = kPa
50

0

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Grams

SAE J905 Solids Capacity
(using SOFTC--2A: 2010TM Element)

Turbine Series

Model 500FG

1

FIGURE 1. 500 Series Cutaway View. The circled number corresponds to the item number shown below.
1

Item/Part No.

Description

1

RK11888

T--handle (FG/FGSS only), thread is 9/16”--18 SAE

11350

T--handle O--ring (FG)

10

11003

T--handle Nylon Gasket (FE/FF --not shown)

10

RK15078

Lid (FG/FGSS/FGMSS)

1

15005

Lid Gasket (All models)

10

2
3

2

4

15

3

5
6
7
14

8
13

4

5

9

12

Body, 3/4”--16 UNF fuel ports (FG, effective 1/15/96)

1

RK15377--02

Body, 16M X 1.5 fuel ports (metric, effective 1/15/96)

1

RK15377--03

Body, 3/8”--18 NPTF fuel ports (effective 1/15/96)

1

RK15082

Body, 9/16”--18 UNF fuel ports (FF/FG)

1

2010SM--OR

2 Micron Element w/ Seals

12

2010TM--OR

10 Micron Element w/ Seals

12

2010PM--OR

30 Micron Element w/ Seals

12

RK15310--01

Heater, 12 vdc, 150 watt (for use with body feed--thru)

1

RK15383--011 Heater, 12 vdc, 150 watt with body feed--thru (item 8)

1

RK15310--02

1

Heater, 24 vdc, 150 watt (for use with body feed--thru)

1

HEATER RETROFIT KITS FOR OLDER UNITS: SEE ACCESSORIES
6

5/16”

1

RK15377--01

RK15383--02 1 Heater, 24 vdc, 150 watt with body feed--thru (item 8)

10

11

Case Qty.

RK15090

Mounting Bracket w/ Attached Bowl Ring (FG)

1

RK15035

Bowl Ring (FE/FF/FGSS --not shown)

1

7

15374

Bowl Gasket (supercedes 15009 O--ring --All models)

8

RK21067

Body Feed--thru Assembly (for bodies with feed--thru port)1

10

9

RK15013D

(wire gauge = 14 AWG)
Turbine Centrifuge / Conical Baffle (All models)

10 RK21069 2
RK20126
16

11 RK30488
11040
RK11341
12 RK15279
RK15301
13 RK15010B

Water Probe (for bowls with 1/2”--20 UNF port present)

1

Water Probe Port Plug (plastic)

1

Self--Venting Drain (FF/FG/FGSS, See Figure 2)

10

Bowl Drain Fitting (FE/FF, See Figure 2)

10

Bowl Drain Gasket Kit (11041 & 11340 --not shown)

10

See--thru Bowl w/ Water Probe Port & Plug

1

Metal Bowl with 1/4”NPT drain threads (FFM/FGMSS)

1

Check Ball w/ Seal (All models)

14 RK15081--01 3 Phillips Head Capscrews 10--24 x 1” (4)
RK15081 3

11040/11042 4

11780 4

30488
(Standard)

1
1

Hex/Washer Head Capscrews 10--24 x 7/8” (4)

1

15 RK15079

Standard Return Tube

1

16 RK15300

Mounting Bracket, 3--piece Clamp Type (FGSS/FGM)

1

17 RK15211

Assembly Seal Service Kit, All models (not shown)

1

RK11746

Seal Service Kit for Drain #11780 (See Figure 2)

1

15332

Installation Instructions, 500 Series

1

Filter body must have port next to fuel Inlet for heater feed--thru installation.
In--filter heater kits may require a Heater Relay Kit. Power requirements are

FIGURE 2. Drain valve configurations.
( 4 Replace with 30488 drain valve )

1

(maximum) : 12vdc = 12.5 amps, 24vdc = 6.3 amps.
2

Water probe must be used with a Water Detection Kit.

3

Models built prior to 2/96 use RK15081--01, after 2/96 use RK15081.
( The fuel ports have a 1 1/4” square boss on models made after 2/96 ).

See Accessories Section.
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Troubleshooting

Turbine Series
In- Depth Guide

Fuel Filter Troubleshooting:
On new installations the unit must be filled with fuel and the fuel system must be adequately primed following the engine
manufacturer’s recommendation, if applicable. On existing installations difficulties are usually associated with improper
priming procedures or damage to the unit or fuel system. The result is either internal air suction or external fuel leakage.
Correct external fuel leaks immediately. These conditions will result in reduced engine performance such as: hard starting,
stalling, reduced power, and other associated problems. Diagnosis should be in the following steps:
1. Check fuel tank level and make sure any fuel delivery valves are in the position, as applicable.
2. Ensure the T--handle, lid vent (if applicable), bowl fasteners, and fuel fittings are tight. The bowl drain must be closed.
3. If the Racor element is new, check potential restriction at the fuel tank draw tube. An in--tank strainer may be plugged.
4. Review some of the workings of the units below to possibly uncover other solutions.
How the unit works: Refer to the Turbine Series Selection page found at the beginning of this section.
Correct Application: It is very important that the unit is not ’under specified’ for the application. The maximum fuel flow
rating of the unit must not be exceeded. Doing so will reduce efficiency and de--gas (pull air from) the fuel. Refer to the
Turbine Series Introduction page found at the beginning of this section for maximum flow rates.
Filter Elements: Replacement elements are available in 2, 10, and 30 micron ratings. Filtration needs are based on
application, fuel quality, maintenance schedules, and operating climates. Refer to the Turbine Series Selection page found
at the beginning of this section for specifying the correct micron rating.
A simple rule to remember: The finer the filtration, the more frequent the filter change. Carry extra filters with your
equipment. When clogged to the maximum capacity, elements will have a brown to black color or tar like contaminants
may be present -- this is normal. An appearance of a multi--colored slime (which may have a foul odor) is an indication
of microbiological contamination. This condition must be treated immediately. Refer to the Racor Additives Section for
a biocide treatment. Severe conditions must be corrected by a repair facility.
Note: Never operate your system without the filter in place (unless required for temporary, emergency operation).
Options
Water Probes: This feature alerts the operator of a high--water condition. The bowl is then drained of water at the earliest
convenience. Note: A Racor Water Detection Module is needed to work with the in--bowl probe (except RK30880). The
unit should activate when the water reaches the probe tips (and when they measure between 47,000 and 100,000 ohms
of resistance, depending on the detection module used). If not, the tips may be fouled with a coating. Remove the probe
and clean the tips with a cloth. Run a jumper wire between the tips with the ignition on to test the system. Difficulties usually
lie in the wire connections, power source, or an independent ground.
Heaters: In--filter heaters are starting aids only, but may be left on during cold operations. The 300 watt heater (500
models are 150 watts) is an extremely reliable option, but MUST be powered via a relay switch because of the initial
amperage surge at start--up: 25 amps at 12 vdc and 12.5 amps at 24 vdc (500 models: 12 vdc=12.5, 24 vdc=6.3). They
do not activate unless the fuel is below 35oF (2oC) and automatically deactivate at 80oF (28oC). Power draw reduces as
the fuel gets warmer.
Testing: The heater can only be tested when the thermostat is closed (fuel temperature is below 35 oF): With a voltmeter
attached to external wiring, and engine off, power should drop when heater is switched on. (Option: Remove the heater
or place the empty Racor unit in a freezer until the temperature is under 35oF. Remove the unit and repeat above test).
Multiplex Models: The above information applies to all multiplex (manifold) models. Additionally, these models feature
plumbing to join or control each filter unit. It is normal for one filter to plug or accumulate water before another. This is
true to the fact that flow follows the path of least resistance. In operation, multiplex units may be used with all filters on--line
(for maximum flow capacity) or with one filter off--line and the other in stand--by mode. When a problem develops and
can not be traced to the items in the Quick--Help Guide, systematically check each connection of the plumbing by tightening
or coating with a silicon sealant. On MAX/FGX units, ensure the tubing nuts are tight and the collar nut under the selector
valve handle has not been loosened. Also, do not remove the port fittings as these hold the internal components in place.
To adapt your fuel system, select the appropriate adapter fittings from the Accessories Section.
Diesel Fuel Troubleshooting: Refer to the Racor Additives Section for diesel fuel treatments and conditioners.
For additional assistance, call your Racor dealer or call Racor customer service at (209) 521--7860 or (800) 344--3286,
6:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Pacific Time, or e--mail us from our website, www.parker.com/racor.
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Turbine Series

Troubleshooting

Quick Help Guide: All Models
ALL RACOR TURBINE MODELS ARE 100% TESTED TO ENSURE A LEAK--PROOF, QUALITY PRODUCT.
In the event difficulties are experienced with your unit or a problem appears to prevent the engine from running
smoothly, follow the quick--help illustration below or refer to the detailed procedures on the following page.
For multiplex units, additional plumbing joints associated with your particular unit may be a potential leak spot
due to damage during transit. See ’Multiplex Models’ on the next page.
Note: Apply Parker Super O--lube or equivalent to all seals at major attachment points to maintain integrity, seal
elasticity, to fill small voids and provide protection from degradation.

Perform the following checks with the engine off (and applicable valves closed).
For replacement parts, refer to your specific model in this section.
Hand tighten the T--handle only!
Specification: 80--90 in.lbs.

A damaged or worn seal, or dirt, will allow air
ingestion. Inspect and replace the seal if
needed. Clean the sealing surfaces of dirt or
debris every time the element is replaced.
Use Parker Super O--lube on seals.

If the element is changed or the unit
drained for any reason, repriming (fill with
fuel) the unit may be necessary. Fill to just
above the top of the element before replacing the lid.

The element should be replaced every
10,000 miles, every 500 hours, every other
oil change or at the first indication of power
loss, whichever occurs first.
For Construction and Agricultural use,
change the filter every 300 hours.
See ’Filter Elements’ on the next page.

If the carriage bolt has been loosened, do
not overtighten it as this may distort the
cylinder roundness.
The four self--tapping capscrews must
not be overtightened to avoid stripping
out the body threads. After disassembly,
start threads by hand prior to using tools.
To ensure a good seal between the bowl
and the body, use Parker Super O--lube
on the seal.
Specification: 55--65 in.lbs.

See ’Heaters’ on previous page.
SAE O--ring ports should have a smooth
angled seat for sealing. Do not scratch
this surface. Check O--ring for damage.

The hollow aluminum check ball floats up
against the seal when the fuel is stopped
thus preventing fuel bleed--back. If your
unit looses prime, inspect upstream hose
connections first otherwise, disassemble
the unit and inspect the seal and ball.

A damaged seal will allow air ingestion or
fuel leakage. Inspect and replace if needed.

Drain water (if present) before it gets to
this level.

Air bubbles or fuel leakage appearing
from the turbine are an indication of an upstream leak between the Racor inlet and
the fuel tank pickup tube.

The Heater Feedthru O--ring
must not be damaged or
swollen. Tighten snugly.
Specification: 15--20 in.lbs.

Air bubbles or fuel leakage appearing
from the drain may indicate that the drain
is not closed completely or that the seals
have been clogged with contaminants.
Tighten, or disassemble and inspect.
Specification: 30--35 in.lbs.

Water probes (if equipped) should
activate when water contacts the tips.
See ’Water Probes’ on next page.
Air bubbles or fuel leakage appearing
from the probe may indicate that the
probe is loose or that the O--ring is
damaged. Tighten, or disassemble and
inspect.
Specification: 15--20 in.lbs.

If the self--venting drain will not work when
opened, it may be clogged. Cycle the
drain (open--close) or attach a hose and
briefly apply air (<2--3 PSI) to dislodge the
contaminants.
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How Your Diesel Engine Works

Being a foreigner I wasn't brought up with the idea that oil could be found in
your back yard and so it was exciting for me when I first arrived in Texas and
saw herds of those iron donkeys grazing in the fields pumping oil out of the
ground. I suppose if you were born here they were so common that you hardly
gave them a second glance, their great flywheel and counter weight revolving
slowly and the arm continually pivoting in unison, raising and lowering the
vertical shaft which was doing the pumping. In some ways they are ugly,
scaring the countryside yet their slow but persistent motion perhaps reflects
the stubborn tenacity of those Texans who worked long days and nights to
make their fortunes here.
These oil pumps that surely everyone must be familiar with, native Texan or
otherwise, are a good example of how single cylinder diesel (or for that matter
gasoline) engines work. On the oil pump a flywheel and counterweight are
driven around, often by an electric motor, and with each cycle the pump in the
ground is raised and lowered once. An engine works in an extremely similar
way, though in reverse. The part going up and down is the piston and this
connects to the flywheel via the crankshaft. On the oil pump the flywheel is
driven around and provides power to the pump; in an engine it is the piston
being forced down by explosive gases that causes the crank and flywheel to
rotate.
When recreational sailing was in its infancy many sailboats had no engine at
all and many accounts can be read of sailors drifting around in the currents for
several days waiting for favorable wind to allow then to make port. Those boats
equipped with an engine must have been the luxury yachts of the day though it
is hard to imagine it so. In his first book, The log of the Maken, Ian Nicholson,
the Scottish naval architect and designer who has written extensively about
small boat sailing, describes how, on his first real passage, the one cylinder
diesel engine had to be started. First the kerosene stove had to be lit and from
that the blowtorch:
" ...Then, carrying the torch aloft, and without singeing more than the
minimum amount of paintwork, the operator would go up on deck and
climb down the slippery vertical ladder into our Black Hole of Calcutta,
the engine room.
The engine room was not a pleasant place, It lacked both light and
ventilation. In the center stood the massive single cylinder, a tower of
rusty steel coated with oil, grime and soot. Various pipes meandered
about with disconcerting lack of straightness and some sharp bends that
were rank bad engineering. At the fore end of the engine was the

M A I N T E N A N C E
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flywheel. If everything else on the Maken was over-size the flywheel
outlived all the other gear. It lurked deep down in the bilge, a thick circle
of steel so ponderous in appearance that at first glance one could be
excused for wondering if any human hand could turn such a vast piece
of ironware. In practice even Mike, for all his strength, couldn't turn it; at
best he could rock it gently backwards and forwards. But we are getting
ahead of ourselves.
Down the engine room ladder our operator directs the blowlamp on to
the top of the engine. The idea is to get the top of the cylinder thoroughly
hot. Meanwhile a second victim has climbed into the pit of horrors and is
oiling various points on the engine. There are, dotted about in the most
remarkably inaccessible places, little brass bowls, like egg cups, which
have to be filled with oil from a battered old can. Doing this in the dark,
with the ship pitching in a seaway, it is not surprising that plenty of oil
was spilled into the bilge. Naturally the risk of an engine seize-up was
not to be considered, so we were liberal with the oil. This merely doubled
the quantity that went into the bilge.
With the top of the cylinder almost glowing hot, one victim would pump
the fuel into the cylinder while the other rocked the gargantuan flywheel
backwards and forwards. If all went according to plan and prayer there
would be a thumpety-thumpety-thump and the engine would go at once
and forever till the fuel ran out. That was the chief virtue of this primitive
old grinder. It was reliable to the point of embarrassment..."

Fortunately for us such seasickness inducing tasks are rarely required though
the description does illustrate many essentials about diesel engines. The
difficulty in getting them started, the need for pumping fuel and for lubrication.
And not least their reliability. It is for this last reason, along with the less
dangerous use of diesel over gasoline, which makes us have such an engine in
our boat. But just how do diesel engines work? And how different are they from
the gasoline engine that is in our car or truck?

The essentials
Just as in a gasoline engine, there is a piston or series of pistons connected to
a crankshaft. The pistons slide up and down inside a cylinder, which is sealed
at the top with the cylinder head. Fuel is introduced into the top of the
cylinders and then ignited. The resulting explosion forces the piston back down
the cylinder and this turns the crankshaft. When there are several cylinders inline the explosions are arranged to occur sequentially so that at any given
moment the crankshaft is being turned round by the force of a piston being
pushed down the cylinder. While one piston is working the others are
either compressing (and hence heating) the air above the cylinder, or
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discharging the burnt fuel via the exhaust system. Thus there are four stages
to the process: induction, when air is introduced above the piston; compression
when it is being forced into a much smaller area and as a consequence being
heated; power when the fuel ignites and the piston is forced down the cylinder;
and exhaust when the burnt gases are expelled. Most diesel engines have a
four-stroke operation that means that each of the four stages takes place on its
own stroke. As the piston goes down inlet valves in the cylinder head open and
induction takes place, as it comes back up the valves close and compression
occurs, as it goes down again the power stroke takes place and then, on its way
back up for the second time the exhaust valves open and the gases are
discharged. In all of this gasoline and diesel engines are similar.

Differences between diesel and gasoline engines
I recall when I was a teenager and went to work on a farm how I was taken
advantage of by the older farm hands being sent to get a left handed
screwdriver, or pigeons milk or to change the spark plugs on the old farm
tractor. The old farm tractor had a diesel engine and hence no spark plugs. In
gasoline engines the fuel is introduced by the carburetor on the induction
stroke, is compressed and then just at the right moment a spark from the
spark plug ignites the fuel and the power stroke occurs. Diesel, like gasoline,
will explode by itself if heated sufficiently. In your car, care is taken to ensure
that spontaneous combustion does not occur, as it will damage the engine if
the explosion occurs before the piston reaches the top of the cylinder where it
is then deliberately ignited by the spark plug.
In a diesel engine it is not fuel but merely air that is compressed. But the
compression is much greater than in a gasoline engine and the compressed air
at the top of a piston will be at a pressure of over 400 pounds per square inch
(p.s.i.) and because of this high pressure it will have become heated to over
850¥ F. Then at a precise moment diesel fuel is squirted into the space above
the piston where at this high temperature it ignites. This is perhaps the biggest
difference between the two types of engine and will explain why some of the
other differences occur. On a gasoline engine the fuel is sucked in on the
induction stroke and because of the suction a simple measuring device such as
the carburetor is all that is required. In a diesel engine the fuel is not
introduced until the piston is near the top of the compression stroke and the
pressure is extremely high. To force diesel fuel into the cylinder at this time
requires an even greater pressure than exists in the cylinder and for this
reason injectors and an injector pump are required. Typically the injection
pump will force the fuel into the cylinder at a pressure of over 1,500 p.s.i.
Because of the high pressures everything on a diesel engine has to be built
more heavily and more strongly than on a gasoline engine.
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More about fuel
Because diesel engines don't require spark plugs and hence no electrical
system to run them they are inherently more reliable especially in a marine
environment where salt water and electricity do not do well together. But
because they don't require an ignition system they do need a high-pressure
injection system. Injectors and the injection pump are the heart of your diesel
engine and if either fails so will the engine. Because of the high pressures
required both the injectors, which fit into the cylinder head, and the injection
pump which delivers a precisely measured quantity of fuel at high pressure to
the injector, have to be engineered to extremely high tolerances. Neither are
able to be serviced or repaired without special equipment. Any slight mismatch
in sizing or any scratches may result in them not being able to build up
sufficient pressure and without this, fuel cannot be introduced into the engine.
It is for this reason that special emphasis is placed on cleanliness in the fuel
system as foreign particles entering the injection pump can very easily damage
it. Whereas in a gasoline engine some dirt can be perhaps tolerated (though
not desired) in your diesel engine it can, and often will, result in failure of the
engine with perhaps expensive bills. It is for good reason that these engines are
equipped with several filters to clean any impurities from the fuel.
Firstly it is important that the fuel be relatively clean when you put it in your
tank and in areas of the world where less attention is paid to this than here in
the U.S. it is sensible to use a funnel with filter gauze in it to stop the larger
pieces of debris entering your tank. From the tank, fuel normally passes to a
primary fuel filter that is often combined with a water separator to eliminate
any water from the fuel (water won't burn but will cause rust!). This primary
filter will probably stop particles of dirt larger than 10-12 microns (1 micron= 1
millionth of a meter).
After the primary fuel filter comes the lift pump which is usually a mechanical
pump mounted on the engine, which operates at low pressure sucking the fuel
up from the tank and passing it on down the system. Because this is a
mechanical pump and only works when the engine is running you will
sometimes find an electric pump installed between the primary filter and lift
pump. This electric pump should normally only be used to pump fuel when the
engine is not running such as when changing filters and trying to eliminate air
from the system (air won't burn either and can often cause a blockage in the
injector pump). After the lift pump comes the secondary filter, which is
normally mounted, directly on the engine. Fuel passing through this filter is
further screened for even finer particles of dirt before it is passed on to the
injection pump.
The injection pump passes the fuel at high pressure to the injectors in a
precise sequence and with a timing to match the position of the pistons in the
cylinder. It normally operates efficiently and without failure for many
thousands of hours so long as the fuel entering it is kept clean. The fuel itself
lubricates the pump as it is being passed through.
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When fuel reaches the injector it compresses a precisely set spring within the
injector allowing fuel to spray in to the cylinder. The exact design of the
cylinder head, piston top and of the hole or holes in the injector determine the
efficiency of the engine, the aim being to distribute the fuel as evenly and as
quickly as possible. In the injector a small quantity of fuel is allowed to
lubricate the mechanism and this fuel is then returned either to the injection
pump or to the secondary filter via a line connected to all the injectors.
Because both the injector pump and injectors use the fuel as a lubricant more
fuel is delivered to them than is necessary and the unused fuel is eventually
returned to the fuel tank along a return line.
Because of the precision required and the complexity of the system most
problems that occur with diesel engines are caused by the fuel system and the
main ones will be discussed in next months article on servicing and repair.

The exhaust system
The exhaust system of your diesel engine differs from that on your car not
because it is diesel but because it is a marine engine. Exhaust gases are blown
out of the engine by the rising piston on the exhaust stroke and exit through
the exhaust valve on each cylinder. All of the exhaust valves exit into the
exhaust manifold to which is joined the exhaust hose. This leads to the
exhaust box or muffler and the outlet of this leads, via a loop to take it above
the water line, overboard. In order to cool the exhaust gases and to assist in
sound reduction, seawater from the cooling system is injected in to the exhaust
hose and is then discharged through the muffler and overboard. Because the
exhaust is water cooled neither the hose nor the muffler is exposed to high
temperatures and on most modern sailboats the muffler will be made of
fiberglass or a rubber type compound though stainless steel and other
materials are still reasonably common. The muffler operates by allowing a build
up of water in the base of the unit, which causes a slight backpressure in the
system with a resultant sound deadening effect. Once water has built up
sufficiently, the exhaust pressure from the engine forces it out of the exhaust
and a new build up of water begins. It is for this reason that water exiting the
exhaust is seen to come out in spurts rather than as a continuous stream,
which may otherwise have been expected.
The design of an exhaust system is crucial not only for the efficient running of
the engine but to avoid the possibility of seawater finding its way back to the
engine which will almost always result in expensive repairs. Water from the
cooling system must be injected in to the exhaust hose below the level of the
manifold (even when the boat is heeled) and a good installation will take the
cooling water above the water line in a loop with an anti-siphon valve at its
peak before it is injected into the exhaust. The exhaust from the muffler itself
must rise well above the waterline to avoid the possibility of sea water
siphoning back into the engine and ideally the through hull will incorporate a
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sea cock which may be operated in severe conditions to ensure that a following
sea is not forced up into the exhaust and thence to the engine.

The cooling system
Like the exhaust system, the cooling system is different from your car only
because it is a marine installation. Essentially the two start out the same, with
fresh water circulating around the cylinders to take away the excessive heat.
On your car the resultant hot water passes to the radiator where it then cools
because of the cooler air passing over the fins.
In a marine installation the circulating fresh water is cooled more efficiently
than in a car by the use of the surrounding water (often referred to as raw
water) on which you sail. However the two types of water never actually come
in to contact but heat is transferred from the circulating fresh water to the raw
water via a heat exchanger. This is often seen mounted near the top of the
engine above the exhaust manifold. Sea water from a through hull below the
waterline passes to a raw water pump and into the heat exchanger, exiting at
the other end and passing into the exhaust. Within the heat exchanger is a
unit similar to a cars radiator through which the fresh water is pumped. This
type of cooling is known as a fresh water-cooled system and is the most
common type encountered in modern marine diesels. However in some engines
such as the older and smaller Volvo engines (such as my boat has) the raw
water itself circulates around the cylinders before being expelled through the
exhaust. The system has much to recommend itself for simplicity but the
disadvantages also are considerable. Having salt water circulating through
your engine could cause serious electrolytic corrosion (electrolysis) if different
types of metal were encountered and so a raw water cooled engine must be
made of all one type of material; usually cast iron. Another consideration is
that compounds such as salt, minerals or pollutants which are dissolved in the
surrounding water may become caked around the engine as happens in a
kettle. Within a short time the waterways through which the cooling water
passes could become clogged and the engine overheat. To overcome this to a
large extent, the operating temperature of a raw water-cooled engine is kept
below about 140 ¥F which minimizes the problem though it then means that
the engine is not operating at its most efficient temperature. Yet another
problem with this type of installation is the difficulty of ensuring a stable
operating temperature, as this will depend to a much greater extent on the
temperature of the surrounding water.
In a fresh water-cooled engine, the raw water only passes through the heat
exchanger where, if sufficient flow occurs, it will stay relatively cool. With a
good raw water strainer at the sea water intake to filter out large debris the
heat exchanger will be useable for many years and will often then only require
a good cleaning. The fresh water that circulates around the engine can only
ever deposit its one load of minerals and so this problem is largely eliminated.
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In addition anti-corrosion additives and anti-freeze may be added as in your
car. The temperature of this water may be controlled easily with a familiar cartype thermostat which reduces the water circulation until operating
temperature is reached, then opens, to allow full circulation and greater
cooling. Being able to run the engine at higher temperatures gives increased
fuel efficiency and a longer life to your engine.

Electrical systems
In his description of starting the old diesel engine aboard the Maken, Ian
Nicholson makes no mention of electrical equipment for the simple reason that
a diesel engine requires none. However we live in an age where we do not want
to be bothered with hand starting an engine and we need electricity aboard our
boats for lights, electronics and other essential equipment! For these reasons a
diesel engine will be fitted with an electrical system though by any standards it
is rudimentary.
First there is a starting system. Aboard the Maken a blowtorch was used to
preheat the engine prior to starting. On many modern engines an electrical
heater is used to preheat each cylinder. These heaters, called glow plugs, fit in
to the cylinder head and are activated by a switch usually on the engine panel.
By preheating each cylinder the compressed air will more easily reach the
temperature required to ignite the diesel. Usually these glow plugs are
activated for about 30 seconds before an attempt is made to start a cold
engine. Rather than turn the flywheel by hand, an electric motor is arranged to
engage with the flywheel and to turn the engine over until the compression in
the cylinders is sufficient to cause the diesel to ignite and the engine to start.
The starter motor will normally be powered via a starter solenoid mounted on
or near the motor. The purpose of the solenoid is to allow the thick, heavy
wires necessary to run the motor to be led almost directly to it. The solenoid is
merely an automatic switch that connects these thick wires directly to the
motor when the ignition button is pressed.
Separate from the starting system (except in some very old and small engines)
is the charging system. An alternator will be driven by a belt from the engine
and will produce electricity while the engine is running. This electricity will be
used to charge the ships batteries and to run your ships electrical equipment.
Normally the alternator output will be led via a battery isolator to each of your
batteries. The isolator allows each battery to be charged independently without
the risk of one dead battery draining the others: each is kept isolated yet
charged.
The remainder of electrical wires going to a diesel engine is mostly to monitor
what is happening. There will be one wire going to a temperature sensor to
monitor the fresh water-cooling system. The sensor wire may go to a
temperature gauge or just to a high temperature warning light. Another sensor
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will monitor oil pressure and be displayed either by a gauge or, a low-pressure
warning light.
While all modern marine engines will have a starter system, charging system
and temperature and oil sensors, and many will have glow plugs, additional
equipment may be fitted on some engines. Such equipment may include
another solenoid used to stop the engine, or additional wires to monitor the
charging current from the alternator. Quite often a wire from the alternator will
also be used to run a tachometer to monitor the engine r.p.m.
Understanding how your marine diesel engine works is essential if you have to
undertake repairs at sea. There really is nothing complicated about it and, as
will be discussed in the next article, there are many simple tests that you can
make to diagnose problems with your engine. But the real key to diesel engines
is regular servicing: with a little preventative maintenance your marine diesel,
like the one aboard the Maken can be "reliable to the point of embarrassment"!
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Diesel Engines Repair And Maintenance

After waiting out a tropical depression anchored on the Tarpon River, Florida, I
set out with a crew of two to make my first Gulf Crossing. It was a bumpy start
as we hit a sand bar where none was shown on the chart but we were soon
over it and with no damage we headed out to sea leaving the flat Florida skyline
behind us. Winds were light and variable and by late in the evening we were
wallowing in the left over swells making little or no way and so I decided to
start the engine. It started, ran for a few seconds and died. And that was that.
After a number of tests both then and next morning I realized the cylinder head
gasket had blown and we would be without an engine until we could put in to
port for repairs. And so we made the decision to carry on without our engine.
Though I had spares aboard including new gaskets, I chose not to begin the
repair at sea even though I may have been able to get the engine to run. Later
when I did undertake the repair I found that the cylinder head was severely
pitted and the repair was not possible without some machining. But engine
failures such as this are relatively uncommon and on most occasions having
the right tools, a few spares and some basic understanding of diesel engines
you will be able to cure many problems. Crossing the gulf last year I spent
quite a time in the engine rooms of the various boats and only on one occasion
did we come in to port with no engine at all.
Problems with diesel engines are usually relatively simple ones. And with a
little regular preventative maintenance you can avoid the need for repairs at
sea. Diesel engines require clean fuel, clean oil, fresh air and a satisfactory
supply of cooling water. Merely ensuring you take care of these needs will go
along way to eliminating potential problems.

Regular Maintenance
Talking with Jim Glandt, service manager at Blue Water Ships Store as part of
the preparation for this article, he gave first priority on a maintenance
schedule to a boats fuel system. To make sure that your engine receives a clean
supply of fuel there are several things that you can do. Diesel fuel is not always
clean to begin with and in many areas of the world it is sensible to filter the
fuel as you fill your tank using a funnel with a filter in it, though here in the
U.S. it should not be necessary. Fuel tanks should be kept as full as practical
especially if the boat is to be left for long periods, as having a large quantity of
air in the tank can lead to condensation and hence a build up of water in the
fuel. When water is present in your fuel then growth of algae may begin and to
prevent this, regular use of an algaecide is recommended. Here in Texas with
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the heat of summer this problem seems to be particularly acute and there are
many boats each year who have fuel problems as a result. All is often well
when sailing in the bay but when they venture offshore the more turbulent
conditions stir up the algae and other debris from the bottom of the tank and
this soon gets sucked in to the fuel system blocking the engine fuel filters with
the result that the engine cannot receive sufficient fuel. Fuel filters themselves
should be changed at least once each season, and because they may become
clogged when out using the boat, having spare filters aboard along with the
tools to fit them may help you get an engine started that has stopped. Though
you may usually pay to have your boats engine serviced it is a good idea to
change out your fuel filters at least once yourself so that if you need to do this
on the water you know how to do it. I recall a couple of years ago helping an
owner prepare his boat for an offshore passage and as part of this we went out
and bought filters for the engine. As often happens the exact filter was not
available but a standard equivalent was. We purchased several of these and
took them back to the boat and began fitting one of them. Though it was sold
as an equivalent and indeed it had the same thread and top fitting as the old
filter, the new one was about 1" longer than the old and physically would just
not fit in the space allowed for it on the engine. Had we not tried fitting one
then, the boat could have set off with a box of unusable filters.
Expensive problems result when your engine is not properly lubricated and old
engine oil can be the culprit. Dirt and sludge in your engine oil can act as an
abrasive on bearings rather than a lubricant and after a period of time you will
cause wear in your engine that will be costly to repair. When I went to see
Dennis Osborne at Lakewood Yacht Service (who specialize in diesel engine
servicing and repair), I was surprised to find that this was his number one
point regarding maintenance. Different manufacturers recommend changing
the engine oil at different intervals so check to see how often you should do this
on your engine. The differing figures can partly be explained by the size of the
engine sump. If your engine only takes a small quantity of lubricating oil then
it will likely need changing more frequently. The most commonly suggested
interval is every 100 hours but this may be as little as 75 hours or as long as
200. And changing the oil means changing the oil filter too. Practically the job
is often difficult and dirty. Using a hand pump to suck the old oil out of the
dipstick hole is tedious and whenever I do it, no matter how careful I try to be,
some oil manages to get thrown around in the process. Those owners who take
their engine maintenance seriously will often arrange to fit an electric pump
permanently to the sump drain so that the whole process may be accomplished
quickly and easily. Though this installation may be a little time consuming, the
time and energy saved later will more than compensate for this. But I have to
own up. I have not fitted such a pump on my boat and though I do change the
oil at least fairly regularly, I hate doing it!
A diesel engine needs an adequate supply of air. Because larger engines require
so much air, special air intakes will be installed to force air in to the engine
room though on smaller boats with smaller engines air is often allowed to enter
the engine through cockpit lockers or via the bilge. So if you have air intakes,
check to ensure they are not blocked, and if you don't, then check to see how
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your engine receives its air supply. Neatly sealed engine rooms may be quieter
than you anticipated when the engine dies through lack of air! Air entering the
engine is usually filtered to remove particles that may cause damage. Usually
these filters are the replaceable type used in cars though sometimes they are a
type requiring cleaning at regular intervals. A good time to change or clean the
air filter is when you change the oil.
Next on our list is cooling water. To ensure that your engine runs at the correct
temperature you will need an adequate supply of cooling water. On raw-water
cooled engines the surrounding seawater is used directly, though most modern
diesel engines use raw water to cool the fresh water, which in turn cools the
engine. In both cases raw water passes from the seacock below the water line
to a filter/ strainer. Most of these may be cleaned by turning off the seacock
and then opening the strainer and removing the filter. If it is in good condition
it may merely be washed and replaced. Once refitted don't forget to open the
seacock again before attempting to start your engine! On fresh-water cooled
engines the heat exchanger is used to transfer heat from the fresh water to the
raw-water. Over time this may become blocked and so good preventative
maintenance will include inspecting this and perhaps removing it every season
to thoroughly rinse it out. Often heat exchangers will have their own zinc
anodes to minimize electrolysis and these need to be checked. If yours has
decayed more than about 50% it's time to replace it.
In performing routine maintenance on your engine Dennis at Lakewood Yacht
Service reminded me of a few other things to check. Though he didn't feel the
need for regular replacement of the raw water pump impeller he felt that it
should be removed and inspected for cracked or broken blades. Belts on the
engine are often used to connect pumps, alternators and compressors and
these need to be inspected for wear (which may result from misalignment) or
cracking due to old age. Belts should be adjusted so they are the correct
tension. Motor mounts are often ignored but if they wear or the engine
vibration allows them to come loose then damage to the stuffing box and
cutlass bearing may result. Check them to make sure they are tight and have
not broken.

Problems
Though regular routine maintenance will eliminate many potential problems,
sometimes you will find that your engine, which ran just fine before you
worked on it, will not start or, if it starts, will die after a short while. Most often
this is the result of air entering the fuel system and becoming trapped
somewhere. In my experience over 90% of the problems encountered on diesel
engines are caused by air in the fuel. Last year I recall arriving at a boat ready
to assist the new owners in taking her to Corpus Christi. The boat had recently
been taken out on a sea trial, surveyed and subsequently all major
recommendations had been carried out so I felt pretty good about setting off.
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We stowed our provisions and set off under engine, heading out of the
marina into an easterly wind which meant motoring towards the Houston Ship
Channel where hopefully we could sail on a reach down to Galveston and out
through the jetties. But we had barely got to the end of the Clear Lake
Entrance Channel when the engine died. We set a sail and returned to the fuel
dock under sail where it was a simple job to bleed the air from the fuel line and
get it started again. The next time we made it nearly to the Ship Channel before
again it died and we returned, this time back to our slip in the marina. Here I
began a check of the fuel system replacing filters, tightening unions and
inspecting everything I could. We ran the engine at the dock for several hours
and all seemed at last OK. It wasn't, and again it failed when we next set forth.
By this time I was becoming tired and the owner annoyed. We postponed our
departure until the next day when he could get a trained mechanic to solve the
problem. Next morning the mechanic arrived. He proceeded to check everything
as I had, and failed to find a problem. We ran the engine at the dock under
load and sure enough it failed. Eventually at some time after lunch on this
second day he pronounced it cured and we set off. We made it to the end of the
jetties before it died! Eventually we reached Corpus though many hours were
spent in the engine room each time bleeding the system and getting the engine
to run for a while. In the end we ran our starting battery down with these
numerous attempts and chose to make our arrival under sail saving the house
battery for the navigation lights and radio rather than drain it also in a last
attempt to restart the engine. Months later I saw the owner and he told me how
a mechanic there had eventually, after many hours, tracked down the problem.
We had all known it was air getting in but until then no one had been able to
find out where. The problem was the fitting on the fuel tank itself.

Air in the fuel
Air in the fuel will often cause your engine to fail when out on the water and so
knowing how to bleed air from the system will be essential if you want to get it
started again. If you changed the fuel filters yourself you probably learned then
how to reconnect the system and bleed air from the secondary fuel filter or
injection pump intake. Doing this at the dock is good practice for when it
becomes necessary on the water. In most cases bleeding the system to remove
air will allow the engine to restart, but unless you find the cause of the problem
it will almost inevitably reoccur as it did with me last year. Understanding the
fuel system helps. From the tank, air is sucked towards the lift pump on the
engine passing as it does through the primary fuel filter. After it has passed the
lift pump it is under pressure being pushed on towards the secondary filter and
injection pump. Leaking seals on the suction side can cause air to be sucked
in; on the pressure side leaks cause fuel to be sprayed out. And so if you are
getting air in your fuel it must be entering between the fuel tank and the lift
pump on the engine. Knowing this narrows down the sources of potential leaks
and a methodical check should reveal where the problem lies. I guess last year
on that boat I was just not methodical enough.
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Poor starting
Maybe the last time you took your boat out it was fine but now you have
arrived at the boat with the plan of a long weekend away from the pressures of
work, a time to relax and unwind. And instead of this your engine won't start!
Understanding a little about how the engine works helps in finding the
problem. Air enters the engine, is compressed and hence heated. At this point
fuel is injected into the heated air where it ignites and the engine starts. Poor
starting can result from not enough air (blocked filters) or too cold air, which
may be because of failed glow plugs (if fitted) or weak compression. If your
engine has gradually been getting harder to start each time, then weak
compression could be the cause. Older, worn engines often begin to suffer from
this and are harder to start than normal but, once started, they appear to run
just fine. But the biggest cause of poor starting is batteries. A check can be
made on all connections to ensure good clean contacts but this will not cure
the problems of an old, weak battery. Unless your engine is being turned over
quickly enough the air above the piston has time to seep past the piston rings
and poor compression will result. Anyone who has tried to hand-crank a diesel
knows that getting the flywheel up to speed is the most important prerequisite
of successful starting. And so if your battery is weak and the engine is sluggish
it will almost never start. With a weak battery you can try opening the
decompression levers if fitted and turning the engine over. With these levers
open no compression results so the engine turns easily and the engine oil is
given a chance to circulate and perhaps warm up a little, become less viscous,
and help seal the pistons. Once the engine is turning over fast, closing the
levers may induce it to start. On multi-cylinder engines with separate
compression levers for each cylinder it may be possible to get one cylinder to
start first before closing the lever on the other.

Black smoke, White smoke
When in Rome the color of the smoke may indicate the election of a new Pope,
but when its from your diesel engine the cause is a little more mundane. On a
normally running engine the exhaust should be clear and no smoke seen at all
and so any smoke indicates a potential problem. Black smoke is the most
common, and it indicates that unburned fuel is being ejected with the exhaust
gases. This can result from clogged injectors causing fuel to not atomize
correctly and hence not burn. If this is the cause then the injectors will have to
be removed and serviced by a company specializing in this work as, once
disassembled, they have to be rebuilt to precise standards and then set to a
correct opening pressure. But most often black smoke is a result of a badly
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fouled prop or boat bottom. If either of these put excessive load on the engine
the injector pump will deliver maximum fuel to the engine but because of the
load the engine will be turning slowly and will not be able to use all the fuel. If
the prop or bottom is badly fouled you may have to reduce the throttle setting
and accept a slower speed though clearly something needs to be done as
continuing to overload the engine could cause major damage. Knowing this will
also lead you to realize that having a too large propeller will result in the same
symptoms and the same potential damage. If you have recently changed props
or just bought a boat and this happens you should seriously consider whether
the prop should be changed or at least modified. One other cause of black
smoke can be a blocked exhaust elbow where cooling water is injected in to the
exhaust. This is most likely on older engines where a build up of soot has
occurred over the years. To check it will be necessary to remove and inspect
the elbow when the engine is cold.
When I started my old MD2B Volvo engine the other day for the first time in a
while (shame on me), clouds of blue smoke issued out of the exhaust! Blue
smoke is an indication that your engine lubricating oil is finding its way into
the combustion chamber and is being burned. If this occurs it is an indication
that the engine needs at least decarbonizing and perhaps a more major
overhaul. I have yet to diagnose the cause on my engine.
White smoke results from water vapor and will often be seen when an engine is
first started. Continuing white smoke may result from water in the fuel or a
cracked or leaking cylinder head gasket allowing cooling water to enter the
cylinder. It is often indicative of one cylinder failing to fire and thus the smoke
may be accompanied by a loss of power from the engine.

Overheating
If your engine overheats and you continue to run it severe damage may result.
Overheating occurs when the normal heat produced by the burning fuel is not
being removed from the engine quickly enough. It can result from having
insufficient fresh water in the engine, a stuck thermostat or a failed fresh water
pump but the single most common problem is with the raw water. If the water
strainer is partially blocked it may not allow sufficient water to enter, if the
pump impeller fails the water will no longer be forced through the heat
exchanger or if the heat exchanger is blocked the water will stall and
insufficient flow will occur. If the strainer is clear and the pump is OK then the
heat exchanger is the next most likely cause of overheating. Removing the end
caps (if fitted) may allow you to flush and clean it but often the whole assembly
will need to be removed. Occasionally a chronic overheating problem may occur
during the summer when the temperature of the raw sea water is already high.
Some engines seem more prone to this problem than others and one apparent
solution in some instances is to fit a larger size heat exchanger. Dennis at
Lakewood Yacht Service recommends this occasionally but in discussing this
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with Jim at Blue Water Ships Store he was of the opinion that a properly
installed and maintained system should work OK. He did point out though that
with the shallow water and the Texas heat of summer, if an engine is prone to
overheat this is one area of the country where its going to happen.

Though you may not feel as familiar with your diesel engine as you do with the
gasoline one in your car, they are really much more simple and in my
experience 95% of problems can be avoided or solved by regular routine
maintenance and taking the time to learn how to undertake basic repairs such
as replacing filters and bleeding air from your engine or how to change out
your pump impeller. Not only is it sensible to undertake these tasks at least
once, on your own, at the dock, it will ensure not only that you do have aboard
the correct spares but also the correct tools to undertake the work. Heading
back up the Ship Channel late in the afternoon on a still Sunday after a
weekend trip to Freeport I was at the helm when I heard the engine note
change and as a result noticed that cooling water was no longer being ejected
from the exhaust. We pulled off to the side of the channel and dropped an
anchor. First thing to check was the pump impeller. But to get to it was almost
impossible. The cover pate with its six machine screws was clearly visible but
getting a screwdriver to the heads was impossible. Reluctantly we realized that
we would have to free the alternator, remove the belt and then take off the
whole pump. Then we found the bolts holding the pump were different sizes,
corroded and themselves almost inaccessible. Eventually we did manage to
remove the pump with the limited tools available and then it was relatively
easy. The impeller had failed, we did have a spare and once fitted the we were
able to replace everything. The job really should take only 20 minutes or so on
most boats but not having the correct tools caused it to take over two hours!
One friend that I met when cruising told me that whenever he bought a spare
for his engine he fitted it at once, keeping the one he removed as a spare. Not
only did he ensure that he had the correct tools and that the spare was the
correct one, the engine got a treat too!
Over the years I have been sailing, problems with diesel engines have inevitably
occurred and in solving them my knowledge and experience has grown. But
like many new to sailing I had to start somewhere. If you are looking for a good
book on the subject then the one by Nigel Calder (Marine Diesel Engines, pub
by International Marine) is a good place to start.

